It is glad to inform all the students and Staff Members that the College is celebrating its’ ASPIRE-2K14 on 28th & 29th March,2014. The Chairman of Andhra Pradesh State Council for Higher Education, Sri.L.Venugopal Reddy and the President – Global HR & Corporate Affairs of Infotech Enterprises & past CII Member of A.P., Sri B.Ashok Reddy will be attending as Chief Guest & Distinguished member on 29th. The function will be followed by distribution of Gold & Silver Medals and Cultural Programs on 29.03.2014.

All the students are invited to attend the ASPIRE-2K14 function on both Days in a good number and make the function a grand success. The students are also instructed to invite their parents on behalf of the Management to attend the function on 29th March,2014.

The students are instructed to maintain discipline, follow the Dress Code and wear the identity cards throughout the 2 Day function to keep up the image of the college as the distinguished members are attending. All the Senior Girl students are advised to wear the saris on 29th to maintain decency.

The students are also instructed to stay inside the campus till the function is over on both the days and to be seated in the chairs provided in-front of the Dias without making noise and whistles. However, they should welcome the speeches of the Dignitaries by claps.

The College Buses will leave the Campus by 6-00 PM on 28.03.2014 and by 9-00 PM on 29.03.2014 i.e. after the cultural activities are over. However, there is no change in morning Bus timings. The detailed Bus schedule will be intimated by the Transport Dept.

The refreshment snacks will be distributed in the evening of 29th to staff members, students and parents.

I hope, the students will co-operate the management in celebrating the ASPIRE-2K14 smoothly and in a grand way.
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